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The effects of variable docking conditions and scoring functions on corresponding protein-aligned
comparative molecular field analysis (CoMFA) models have been assessed. To this end, a group
of diverse inhibitors were docked into the active site of human protein tyrosine phosphatase
1B (h-PTP 1B). The docked structures were utilized to construct corresponding protein-aligned
CoMFA models by employing probe-based (H+, OH, CH3) energy grids and genetic partial least
squares (G/PLS) statistical analysis. A total of 48 different docking configurations were
evaluated, of which some succeeded in producing self-consistent and predictive CoMFA models.
However, the best CoMFA model coincided with docking the un-ionized ligands into the hydrated
form of the binding site via the PLP1 scoring function and restricted docking settings (r2(LOO)
) 0.647, r2(PRESS) against 27 test compounds ) 0.617). Interestingly, the most significant
CoMFA models were orthogonal and corresponded to significantly different docked conformers/
poses. To utilize the predictive potentials of the best CoMFA models collectively, it was decided
to combine them in a single quantitative structure-activity relationship (QSAR) model. The
combination model illustrated excellent statistical properties (r2(LOO) ) 0.890, r2(PRESS)
against 27 test compounds ) 0.750).

Introduction

Comparative molecular field analysis (CoMFA) is a
three-dimensional quantitative structure-activity re-
lationship (3D QSAR) approach superior to most other
QSAR methods with regard to their predictive capabili-
ties.1 It started and became widely used with the
contributions of R. D. Cramer III et al.2,3 The idea
underlying this technique is that differences in the
biological properties of compounds can often be ex-
plained by differences in the noncovalent fields sur-
rounding the molecules. CoMFA is based on the Lennard-
Jones steric and the Coulombic electrostatic field values
computed at the intersections of a lattice within a 3D
region surrounding the bioactive molecules. Thus, each
CoMFA descriptor is represented by steric or electro-
static field values at a certain grid point. These descrip-
tors serve as independent variables in QSAR analysis.4-9

The first step of a CoMFA procedure is to obtain the
compounds’ active conformations responsible for the
bioactivity and to align these conformations in space,
in accordance with a postulated pharmacophore model,
docking results, or crystallographic data, etc.

Structure-based alignment deals with a set of ligands
that are superimposed onto a reference molecule. It is
usually the most rigid one or the one possessing high
affinity to the receptor according to a certain proposed
pharmacophore model. Furthermore, the reference mol-
ecule can be a certain high-affinity ligand docked within
the binding pocket of the target macromolecule. In some

cases, especially if all compounds are flexible, this
approach can lead to doubtful results because the chosen
conformations remain far from the biologically active
ones. For example, it was found that the atom-based
alignment that yielded the statistically best CoMFA
model for certain MMP-3 inhibitors is inconsistent with
the crystal structure of the bound conformation of the
optimal inhibitor.10

On the other hand, protein (or receptor)-based align-
ment involves a set of ligands docked to the active site
of the protein before superimposing them to each other
according to their relative positions in the active site.
This way optimizes the choice of the biologically active
conformations and poses. Several articles dealing with
docking-CoMFA combinations were published re-
cently.10-22

However, molecular docking, which is basically a
conformational sampling procedure in which various
docked conformations are explored to identify the right
one, can be a very challenging problem given the degree
of conformational flexibility at the ligand-macromo-
lecular level.23-28 Almost all current docking programs
perform flexible ligand docking, while they treat the
receptor as a rigid entity. The conformational sampling
methods that these programs are based upon vary
considerably.29-34 Still, regardless of the applied search
technique, conformational sampling must be guided by
a scoring function that is used to evaluate the quality
of the fit between the protein and the ligand. The final
docked conformations are selected according to their
scores.35-37 Current scoring functions can be roughly
grouped into three categories: force field methods,30-32
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empirical scoring functions29,38-44 and knowledge-based
potentials.45-49

Despite that modern docking methods are able to
calculate fairly accurately the position and orientation
of a potential ligand within a receptor binding site,36,37

their major problem is the inability of the scoring
functions to evaluate binding free energies correctly to
rank different potential ligand-receptor complexes. The
main problem in affinity prediction is that the underly-
ing molecular interactions are highly complex and
various terms should be taken into account to quantify
the free energy of the interaction process.50-53 Accord-
ingly, the molecular modeler must find the optimal
combination of docking/scoring algorithms to predict the
correct conformer/pose of a potential ligand docked
within a certain binding pocket.

In addition to deciding the optimal docking/scoring
combination for a particular docking problem, the
molecular modeler must decide whether to leave crys-
tallographically explicit water molecules in the binding
site prior to ligand docking.54-59 Furthermore, the fact
that crystallographic structures lack information on
hydrogen atoms means that it should be appropriately
assumed whether the ligand’s ionizable moieties embed-
ded within the binding site exist in their ionized form
prior to docking.54,56 The pKa values of various groups
embedded within a receptor depend on the respective
local microenvironment. For example, if a carboxylic
acid group is in a nonpolar local environment, its pKa
will be raised because the anionic form is destabilized.56

The recent interest in employing protein-based align-
ment techniques in CoMFA studies prompted us to
evaluate the effects of different docking approaches and
scoring functions on the corresponding protein-based
CoMFA models. Furthermore, we were encouraged to
evaluate the effects of ligand-related ionization assump-
tions, as well as the presence or absence of crystallo-
graphically explicit water molecules within the binding
site, on the qualities of the corresponding protein-based
CoMFA models.

The current study was conducted by docking 137
diverse human protein tyrosine phosphatase (h-PTP 1B)
inhibitors (Table 1 and Figure 1) into a selected crystal-
lographic structure of this interesting diabetes-related
target.60-62 We decided to conduct the docking part
utilizing the recently introduced software LigandFit,
which utilizes Monte Carlo simulations for conforma-
tional sampling.34,63 This docking engine was recently
reported to illustrate good overall performance, particu-
larly in virtual high-throughput screening experi-
ments.28,36,37,64 The software was instructed to select a
maximum of 10 distinct optimal conformers/poses for
each docked inhibitor (i.e., of docking energy e20 kcal/
mol). Subsequently, six scoring functions representing
the three major scoring categories (i.e., PLP1,39 PLP2,40

LigScore1,34,63,65 LigScore2,34,63,65 PMF,45-47 and LU-
DI41,42) were separately employed to rank the optimal
docked structures of each inhibitor. The highest-ranking
conformers/poses, according to each scoring function,
were aligned together to construct corresponding CoM-
FA models that were subsequently appropriately vali-
dated. The cycle of docking, scoring, and CoMFA mod-
eling was repeated to cover all possible docking combina-
tions resulting from the presence (or absence) of crys-

tallographically explicit water molecules within the
binding site and the ionization states of the ligands
(ionized or un-ionized).

Our results illustrate the ability of certain docking/
scoring conditions to access self-consistent CoMFA
models that are comparable and even superior to
reported atom-aligned (i.e., structure-based) CoMFA
models developed for h-PTP 1B inhibitors, which re-
quired the incorporation of log P (logarithm of partition
coefficient) as additional descriptor to achieve satisfac-
tory statistical significance.66

Despite the presence of several comparative studies
of various scoring functions on a number of docking
programs, the scoring results in these studies were
judged from the similarity of the docked compounds to
corresponding crystallographic structures or the ability
to identify known active compounds from a random
pool.28,35,36,64,67-69 However, we believe such success
criteria suffer from the implicit assumption that crystal-
lographic structures of bound ligands are sufficiently
realistic to be used as reference standards. Although
crystallographic data are considered the most reliable
structural information that can be used for drug design,
they are associated with some serious problems such
as inadequate resolution70 and crystallization-related
distortions inflected upon the structure of the ligand-
protein complex.71 Accordingly, we believe that judging
the success of a particular docking-scoring combination
from the statistical qualities of the corresponding
protein-aligned CoMFA model provides an interesting
additional validation of the docking approach.

Results
As described above, we evaluated the effects different

docking approaches (i.e., scoring functions, ligand ion-
ization state, and binding site hydration) on the statisti-
cal qualities of the corresponding protein-aligned CoM-
FA models constructed from diverse h-PTP 1B inhibitors.
The compounds were docked into the binding site
employing two separate docking configurations, that is,
wide and restricted. In the wide docking configuration,
LigandFit was instructed to explore the stabilities of
wider diversity of potential docked conformers/poses
(i.e., compared to the restricted docking settings) and
to tightly fit promising conformers/poses into the bind-
ing pocket via an extended number of energy minimiza-
tion iterations (see Docking Simulations under Meth-
ods). Subsequently, the docked structures were aligned
together for molecular field analysis (MFA) utilizing
genetic partial least squares (G/PLS) for statistical
modeling.

The inhibitors were divided into two groups: a
training subset of 110 compounds and a randomly
selected test subset of 27 compounds. The test com-
pounds were selected to represent a range of biological
activities similar to that of the training set (see Dataset
under Methods).

The qualities of each CoMFA model were assessed via
five statistical criteria: (i) conventional regression coef-
ficients against 110 training compounds (r110

2), (ii) leave-
one-out regression coefficients (r2(LOO)), (iii) bootstrap-
ping regression coefficients (rBS

2), (iv) predictive regres-
sion coefficients against the external set of 27 test
compounds (r2(PRESS)), and (v) the sum of squared
deviations between predicted and experimental bioac-
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Table 1. The Structures of h-PTP 1B Compounds Utilized in Modelinga
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tivities for molecules in the test set (PRESS). Table 2
shows the statistical criteria of the resulting CoMFA
models.

Despite that traditional cross-validation tests such as
r2(LOO) are very useful,9 they do not always pick up
poor equations.72,73 Accordingly, we decided to further
validate superior models that combine r2(LOO) g 0.500
and r2(PRESS) g 0.45 (Table 2) by calculating their
leave-20%-out (r2(L-20%-O)) and randomization correla-
tion coefficients (r2(random)). These tests ensure that
the generated regression models were not produced by
chance.73 G/PLS is a powerful search technique that
might yield apparently significant chance correlations
necessitating these additional validation tests.72,73

It is clearly evident from Table 2 that the best CoMFA
model, that is, with the highest combination of r2(LOO)
and r2(PRESS), was generated by docking the un-

ionized ligands into the hydrated form of the binding
site via restricted docking settings and PLP1 scoring
function (code Res1; r2(LOO) ) 0.647, r2(PRESS) )
0.617). Interestingly, this combination of docking condi-
tions maintained high-quality statistical models regard-
less to the settings of the G/PLS analysis, as shown in
Table 3. On the other hand, CoMFA models resulting
from other docking-scoring configurations were quite
sensitive to alterations in G/PLS settings, particularly
to the number of latent variables and genetic iterations.
Figure 2 illustrates the experimental bioactivities ver-
sus fitted (110 training set) and predicted (27 testing
compounds) values produced by the best Res1-aligned
CoMFA model.

Undoubtedly, the apparent robustness of Res1-based
3D QSAR models reflects the realistic qualities of the
corresponding docked conformers/poses. Figure 3 shows

Table 1. (Continued)

a The corresponding scaffolds are as in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. The chemical scaffolds of different h-PTP 1B inhibitors shown in Table 1.
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the alignment of the inhibitors into the binding pocket
of h-PTP 1B via the Res1 docking-scoring configura-
tion. Figures 7a and 9a illustrate the docked conformers/
poses of two potent inhibitors (61 and 119, IC50 ) 0.025
and 0.024 µM, respectively) as generated by the same
docking conditions. The three figures (Figures 3, 7a, and
9a) suggest a significant role played by the water
molecules within the binding site leading to the superior
docking/CoMFA results of Res1 conditions. This conclu-
sion is supported by the fact that most of the other high-
ranking CoMFA models (of bold statistical parameters
in Table 2) coincide with docking experiments involving
the hydrated form of the binding site regardless of the
docking configuration (wide or restricted) or ligand
ionization state (ionized or un-ionized), albeit in con-
junction with PLP and LigScore scoring functions (Table
2), that is, Res1 (r2(LOO) ) 0.647, r2(PRESS) ) 0.617),
Res4 (r2(LOO) ) 0.536, r2(PRESS) ) 0.451), Res13 (r2-
(LOO) ) 0.622, r2(PRESS) ) 0.452), Res16 (r2(LOO) )
0.572, r2(PRESS) ) 0.448), Wd2 (r2(LOO) ) 0.687,

r2(PRESS) ) 0.467), Wd4 (r2(LOO) ) 0.624, r2(PRESS)
) 0.591), and Wd14 (r2(LOO) ) 0.677, r2(PRESS) )
0.498). Incidentally, LigandFit/PLP and LigandFit/
Ligscore were reported to yield superior docking ac-
curacies when compared to other docking-scoring com-
binations.28,36,64

However, surprisingly, two of the promising 3D QSAR
models coincided with docking into the anhydrous form
of the binding pocket, albeit in conjunction with PMF
scoring function (Table 2), that is, Wd12 (r2(LOO) )
0.651, r2(PRESS) ) 0.516) and Res24 (r2(LOO) ) 0.637,
r2(PRESS) ) 0.517). PMF was reported to yield self-
consistent CoMFA models when combined with DOCK4
to align 51 biphenyl carboxylic acid MMP-3 inhibitors.10

Further assessment of high-ranking CoMFAs by
looking at their r2(PRESS) values after removing the
worst-predicted test compound from their testing lists
(r2(PRESS-26), Tables 4 and 5) emphasized specifically
the significance of QSAR models corresponding to Res1
(r2(PRESS-26) ) 0.634), Res24 (r2(PRESS-26) ) 0.627),

Table 2. The Statistical Results of the Best CoMFA Models Obtained via Various Docking-Scoring Combinations

restricted docking explorationh wide docking explorationh

ligand
ionization

state
explicit
water

scoring
function codea LVb r2(110)c r2(LOO)d r2(BS)e r2(PRESS)f PRESSg codea LVb r2(110)c r2(LOO)d r2(BS)e r2(PRESS)f PRESSg

un-ionized present PLP1 Res1 5 0.807 0.647 0.751 0.617 3.821 Wd1 3 0.805 0.714 0.774 0.113 8.839
PLP2 Res2 3 0.728 0.589 0.693 0.264 7.338 Wd2 2 0.750 0.687 0.749 0.467 5.310
LigScore1 Res3 3 0.743 0.613 0.701 0.155 8.418 Wd3 3 0.736 0.566 0.711 -0.489 14.834
LigScore2 Res4 4 0.756 0.536 0.668 0.451 5.475 Wd4 2 0.754 0.624 0.736 0.591 4.075
LUDI Res5 4 0.760 0.530 0.637 0.217 7.804 Wd5 2 0.755 0.675 0.755 0.088 9.086
PMF Res6 3 0.753 0.611 0.715 0.409 5.894 Wd6 2 0.799 0.705 0.760 0.150 8.468

absent PLP1 Res7 4 0.763 0.594 0.680 0.199 7.981 Wd7 4 0.767 0.577 0.684 -0.009 10.059
PLP2 Res8 4 0.759 0.592 0.697 -0.309 13.049 Wd8 2 0.747 0.674 0.737 0.302 6.960
LigScore1 Res9 3 0.751 0.636 0.732 -0.201 11.963 Wd9 2 0.690 0.583 0.630 0.263 7.343
LigScore2 Res10 3 0.810 0.735 0.772 0.017 9.792 Wd10 3 0.713 0.613 0.713 0.241 7.567
LUDI Res11 3 0.737 0.636 0.714 0.209 7.880 Wd11 2 0.747 0.693 0.747 0.049 9.475
PMF Res12 5 0.762 0.596 0.622 0.274 7.239 Wd12 3 0.752 0.651 0.727 0.516 4.826

ionized present PLP1 Res13 5 0.791 0.622 0.705 0.452 5.459 Wd13 2 0.779 0.699 0.779 0.378 6.201
PLP2 Res14 5 0.797 0.492 0.663 0.281 7.164 Wd14 3 0.776 0.677 0.775 0.498 4.999
LigScore1 Res15 5 0.732 0.586 0.681 0.323 6.749 Wd15 6 0.803 0.682 0.779 -0.320 13.155
LigScore2 Res16 4 0.772 0.572 0.772 0.448 5.499 Wd16 5 0.799 0.666 0.746 0.292 7.058
LUDI Res17 5 0.781 0.605 0.717 0.209 7.887 Wd17 5 0.739 0.515 0.683 0.019 9.777
PMF Res18 5 0.785 0.577 0.716 0.185 8.118 Wd18 2 0.742 0.673 0.742 0.301 6.965

absent PLP1 Res19 4 0.798 0.648 0.766 -0.422 14.174 Wd19 4 0.720 0.599 0.686 -0.053 10.493
PLP2 Res20 5 0.790 0.662 0.740 -0.272 12.680 Wd20 4 0.704 0.612 0.704 -0.443 14.379
LigScore1 Res21 5 0.780 0.584 0.703 0.194 8.032 Wd21 7 0.769 0.626 0.744 -0.102 10.982
LigScore2 Res22 3 0.784 0.687 0.748 0.366 6.314 Wd22 2 0.749 0.631 0.742 0.134 8.628
LUDI Res23 5 0.777 0.632 0.741 0.299 6.989 Wd23 4 0.779 0.652 0.742 0.369 6.285
PMF Res24 3 0.738 0.637 0.705 0.517 4.814 Wd24 2 0.796 0.656 0.765 -0.420 12.547

(5) (0.789) (0.618) (0.727) (0.450) (5.480)

a These codes stand for restricted (Res) or wide (Wd) docking configurations, while the associated serial numbers indicate the
corresponding docking-scoring conditions, that is, ligand ionization, presence of explicit water and the corresponding scoring function
(these codes are used in captions of tables and figures and in the text to indicate the corresponding docking-scoring conditions). b Optimal
number of latent variables at 20 000 generations of G/PLS. c Non-cross-validated correlation coefficient for 110 training compounds. d Cross-
validation correlation coefficients determined by the leave-one-out technique. e Bootstrapping correlation coefficient. f Predictive r2

determined for the 27 test compounds. g The sum of squared deviations between predicted and actual activity values for every molecule
in the test set of 27 compounds. h Bold statistical parameters correspond to the best docking/scoring combinations.

Table 3. The Effects of Variable G/PLS Settings on the Statistical Criteria of CoMFA Models Obtained for the Training Compounds
Aligned by Res1 Docking-Scoring Conditions (See Table 2)

G/PLS settings statistical parameters

LVa
no. of

generations
no. of terms

in model r2(110)b r2(LOO)c r2(BS)d r2(PRESS)e PRESSf

3 10 000 18 0.744 0.586 0.658 0.502 4.965
3 20 000 18 0.775 0.693 0.759 0.422 5.762
4 10 000 18 0.735 0.595 0.686 0.607 3.914
4 20 000 18 0.767 0.586 0.685 0.577 4.213
4 20 000 15 0.776 0.666 0.748 0.575 4.237
5 10 000 18 0.755 0.521 0.661 0.681 3.183
5 20 000 18 0.807 0.647 0.751 0.617 3.821
5 20 000 21 0.806 0.642 0.757 0.403 5.950

a Number of PLS latent variables. b Non-cross-validated correlation coefficient for 110 training compounds. c Cross-validation correlation
coefficients determined by the leave-one-out technique. d Bootstrapping correlation coefficient. e Predictive r2 determined for the 27 test
compounds. f The sum of squared deviations between predicted and actual activity values for every molecule in the test set of 27 compounds.
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Wd4 (r2(PRESS-26) ) 0.636), and Wd12 (r2(PRESS-
26) ) 0.659) because they exhibit r2(PRESS-26) > 0.60.
A particularly interesting case is the CoMFA model
related to Wd12 settings (Tables 2 and 5), which
illustrated an impressive jump in r2(PRESS) upon
removing inhibitor 116 from the test set, that is, from
0.516 to 0.659. Figures 4-6 illustrate the experimental
versus fitted (110 compounds) and predicted (27 com-
pounds) bioactivities employing Res24, Wd4, and Wd12
docking-scoring conditions.

Discussion
By evaluating the binding interactions proposed by

the highest-performing docking approaches (i.e., Res1,
Res24, Wd4, and Wd12), one can identify three primary
regions within the binding site involved in hydrogen
bonding with the docked ligands (Figures 7-10). The

first region is comprised of Tyr46, Lys116, Lys120, and
Ser216 combined with two hydrogen-bonded water
molecules. The second region is composed of Cys215,
Ala217, Arg221, and Gln266, while the third region is
comprised of Arg24, Arg254, Met258, Gln262, and two
hydrogen-bonded water molecules. Additionally, Arg47
and Asp48 contribute to ligand-protein binding, albeit
not through hydrogen bonding. All these binding regions
were implicated in substrate recognition and the overall
catalytic activities of h-PTP 1B.62 However, Cys215, in
particular, provides the necessary nucleophile required
for cleaving the phosphate group of phosphotyrosine
moieties.62

Moreover, through careful evaluation of the docked
conformers/poses produced by the top four docking
settings, it is possible to classify the ligands into two
general categories based on their binding profiles: a

Figure 2. Experimental versus fitted (A, 110 compounds, r2(LOO) ) 0.647) and predicted (B, 27 compounds, r2(PRESS) ) 0.617)
bioactivities calculated from the best CoMFA model obtained after 20 000 iterations of G/PLS (five latent variables, LVs) performed
on the training compounds aligned by Res1 docking-scoring conditions (code as in Table 2, restricted docking configura-
tion, hydrated binding pocket, un-ionized ligands, and PLP1 scoring). The solid lines are the regression lines for the fitted and
predicted bioactivities of training and test compounds, respectively, whereas the dotted lines indicate the (0.5 log point error
margins.
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major “linear” group characterized by small-sized sub-
stituents on their middle scaffolds (i.e., the bisphenyl,
naphthyl, or phenoxyalkenyl moieties) and a minor
bulkier “branched” group with larger aromatic or ali-
cyclic substituents on their middle scaffolds. To discuss
the docking details of the inhibitors, we selected com-
pounds 119 and 61 (IC50 ) 0.024 and 0.025 µM,
respectively) to represent the linear and branched sets,
respectively.

Figures 7a and 9a illustrate the bound conformers/
poses of 61 and 119 as proposed by Res1 docking-
scoring conditions. Evidently, this approach orients the
carboxylic acid group of 61 (Figure 7a) toward the third
binding region within the binding site where it forms
direct hydrogen bonds with Arg24 and Gln262 and
water-mediated hydrogen bonds with Arg254 and Met258
(Figures 7a and 8a). Furthermore, additional stabiliza-
tion seems to result from the interaction of the benzyl
moiety of the benzyl-benzothiophene in 61 with the
guanidine side chain of Arg47.

On the other hand, Res1 conditions direct the “linear”
analogues toward the first and second binding regions
of the binding pocket as exemplified by 119 in Figure
9a. Clearly from the figure, the salicylic acid moiety of
119 is involved in hydrogen-bonding interactions with
the side chains of Gln266 and Cys215 and the amidic
hydrogen of Arg221. These interactions are reminiscent
of the hydrogen bonds that anchor phosphotyrosine
substrates within h-PTP 1B.62 Furthermore, Figure 9a
shows the involvement of the sulfonic acid ester of 119
in hydrogen-bonding interactions with Lys120, Tyr46,
and Ser216, albeit via two hydrogen-bonded water
molecules. Additional stabilizing interactions seem to
come from Arg47 and Asp48 that occur at close prox-

imities to the benzothiophene and bromo-benzene moi-
eties of 119, respectively, which allow effective attractive
interactions between the charged side chains of these
two amino acids and their electronically complementary
aromatic neighbors from the ligand (Figures 9a and
10a).

Interestingly, Wd4-based docking produced generally
similar molecular poses to those of Res1 conditions
despite some noticeable conformational differences, as
shown in Figures 7b and 9b. Their major difference is
the flipped conformation of the benzyl-benzothiophene
fragments (of both 61 and 119 and related analogues).
Furthermore, under Wd4 conditions, some members of
the “linear” group, for example, 119, lost most of their
hydrogen-bonding interactions with the first (Tyr46,
Lys116, Lys120, and Ser216) and second (Cys215,
Ala217, Arg221, and Gln266) binding regions. Appar-
ently, Wd4 flipped the benzyl-benzothiophene groups of
61 and 119 and shifted the sulfonic ester and salicylic
acid moieties of 119 away from the first and second
binding regions, respectively, to optimally align the
benzothiophene fragment of the ligands with the guani-
dine group of Arg47 to promote their maximal mutual
attractive interactions. Moreover, this setting seems to
optimize the orientation of the bromo-benzene of 119
relative to the carboxylic acid side chain of Asp48 to
allow their optimal attraction.

Finally, regarding Wd12 and Res24 docking settings,
dehydrating h-PTP 1B under these conditions, caused
dramatic changes in the steric dimensions of the binding
pocket, which seem to clear the way for the carboxylic
acid moieties of 61 and 119 to access and interact
directly with the positively charged side chains of
Lys120 and Lys116 (i.e., the first binding region), as
evident in Figures 8c,d and 10c. This trend is particu-
larly evident in the case of Res24 (ionized ligands,
Figures 7c and 9c), which is probably due to the strong
electrostatic attractive interactions between the car-
boxylate moieties of the ligands and the quaternary
ammonium groups of Lys120 and Lys116. However,
additional stabilizing interactions contribute to the
orientations and conformations of Res24-docked ligands.
Accordingly, this approach aligns the electron-rich ben-
zothiophene moiety of 61 (and related analogues) with
the positive guanidine group of Arg24 for optimal
mutual attraction (Figures 7c and 8c). On the other
hand, Res24 imposes a certain odd conformation/pose
on 119 and related analogues (Figures 9c and 10c), in
which the ligand’s salicylic carboxylate is electrostati-
cally bound to Lys120 and Lys116, while one of the
sulfonic acid oxygens is hydrogen-bonded to Ala217.
However, the rest of the molecule is erected nearly
perpendicular to the salicylic acid moiety in such a way
to allow the benzyl group of the benzyl-benzothiophene
and the phenyl ring of the bisphenyl fragment to
approach and interact with the charged side chains of
Arg47 and Asp48, respectively.

Interestingly, the results of Wd12 settings mimic
closely those of Res24 regarding inhibitor 61 (and other
close analogues), as shown in Figures 7d and 8d.
However, their effect on 119 and other “linear” ana-
logues is quite unique, as they orient the benzyl-
benzothiophene of 119 (or benzyl benzofuran in other
analogues) moiety toward Lys120 for hydrogen bonding

Figure 3. Alignment of the docked inhibitors within the
binding pocket of h-PTP 1B as proposed by Res1 docking-
scoring conditions. The structures were docked into the binding
site in the presence of crystallographically explicit water
molecules (shown as blue spheres). The image also shows some
essential amino acid moieties involved in the binding of most
of the docked inhibitors (more details are in Figures 7-10 and
associated text).
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(Figures 9d and 10d). We believe the major driving force
for this pose is the tendency of Wd12 to orient the
hydrophilic groups of the ligands toward the aqueous
exterior; moreover, this pose seems to be stabilized by
additional attraction resulting from the close proximity
between the bromine atom of the brominated bisphenyl
ring and the guanidine group of Arg24.

The fact that several docking-scoring configurations
yielded self-consistent CoMFA models, despite their
orthogonality (their cross-correlation regression coef-
ficients r2 e 0.70, Table 6) and the apparent differences
among their respective conformers/poses, hints to the
existence of multiple binding modes adopted by various
inhibitors within the binding pocket of h-PTP 1B.
However, this conclusion requires further experimental
evidence to be substantiated, particularly from crystal-
lographic studies.

Still, the emergence of several satisfactory orthogonal
CoMFA models prompted us to envisage the possibility
of merging them in a single multiple linear regression
QSAR equation that combines their predictive poten-
tials. Therefore, the bioactivity estimates (fitted values)
produced by each of the four models were treated as
independent explanatory descriptors, while the corre-
sponding experimental bioactivities were considered as
the response variable. Equation 1 shows the resulting
correlation. However, Figure 11 illustrates experimental
bioactivities versus fitted (110 training set) and pre-

dicted (27 testing compounds) values determined by
employing the combination regression model.

where log(IC50)Res1, log(IC50)Res24, log(IC50)Wd4, and log-
(IC50)Wd12 are bioactivity estimates produced by CoMFA
models corresponding to Res1, Res24, Wd4, and Wd12
docking-scoring settings, respectively. The 95% confi-
dence limits (CL) of different regression coefficients are
shown ((CL).

It is clearly evident from Figure 11 and the statistical
criteria of eq 1 that the combination QSAR model is of
excellent fitting and prediction potentials. The signifi-
cance of such a model in drug discovery can be sum-
marized in two points: (i) In virtual high-throughput
screening, molecules can be docked into the binding
pocket of a targeted biological macromolecule employing
high-performing docking-scoring conditions deduced
from such a study. Subsequently, the associated optimal
CoMFA models can be utilized to prioritize hit com-
pounds. (ii) Within the context of structure-based de-

Table 4. Additional Cross-Validation Statistics Calculated for the Highest-Ranking CoMFA Models Obtained via Restricted Docking
Settings (That Is, Models of bolded PRESS and r2(PRESS) Values in Table 2)

predictive statistics using
the test set without one

outlier (26 inhibitors only)

docking conditions
scoring
function codea LVb r2(L-20%-O)c r2(random)d Ftest r2(PRESS)e PRESSe outlierf

with explicit
water molecules

un-ionized
ligands

PLP1 Res1 5 0.634 0.146 24.500 0.631 3.257 48

LigScore2 Res4 4 0.674 0.145 16.500 0.520 4.341 116
ionized

ligands
PLP1 Res13 5 0.693 0.147 21.613 0.540 4.571 125

LigScore2 Res16 4 0.724 0.155 19.766 0.550 3.972 137
without explicit

water molecules
ionized

ligands
PMF Res24 3 0.561 0.133 14.881 0.627 3.552 104

a Codes correspond to the “restricted” docking-scoring conditions, as in Table 2. b Optimal number of latent variables for 20 000
generations of G/PLS and 18 explanatory variables. c Cross-validation correlation coefficients determined by the leave-20%-out technique
repeated 10 times. d The average randomization correlation coefficients: the biological activities were randomized 99 times, and the
mean randomization r2 was calculated. e Predictive r2(PRESS) and PRESS determined for 26 test compounds. f Worst predicted test
compounds of highest predicted-minus-actual [log(IC50)] absolute difference. Compound numbers are as in Table 1.

Table 5. Additional Cross-Validation Statistics Calculated for the Highest-Ranking CoMFA Models Obtained via Wide Docking
Settings (That Is, Models of Bolded PRESS and r2(PRESS) Values in Table 2)

predictive statistics using
the test set without one outlier

(26 inhibitors only)

docking conditions
scoring
function codea LVb r2(L-20%-O)c r2(random)d Ftest r2(PRESS)e PRESSe outlierf

with explicit
water molecules

un-ionized
ligands

PLP2 Wd2 2 0.706 0.151 16.814 0.546 4.250 48

Ligscore2 Wd4 2 0.754 0.149 18.963 0.636 3.521 27
ionized

ligands
PLP2 Wd14 3 0.714 0.153 15.416 0.555 4.158 93

without explicit
water molecules

un-ionized
ligands

PMF Wd12 3 0.641 0.153 19.198 0.659 3.088 116

a Codes correspond to the “wide” docking-scoring conditions, as in Table 2. b Optimal number of latent variables for 20 000 generations
of G/PLS and 18 explanatory variables. c Cross-validation correlation coefficients determined by the leave-20%-out technique repeated 10
times. d The average randomization correlation coefficients: the biological activities were randomized 99 times, and the mean randomization
r2 was calculated. e Predictive r2(PRESS) and PRESS determined for 26 test compounds. f Worst predicted test compounds of highest
predicted-minus-actual [log(IC50)] absolute difference. Compound numbers are as in Table 1.

log(IC50) ) 0.097 + (0.440 ( 0.135) log(IC50)Res1 +
(0.283 ( 0.134) log(IC50)Res24 + (0.211 ( 0.150) ×

log(IC50)Wd4 + (0.233 ( 0.149) log(IC50)Wd12

r2 ) 0.90; r2(LOO) ) 0.890; n ) 110;
F ) 232.63; r2(PRESS-27) ) 0.75 (1)
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sign, the docked confomers/poses of potent inhibitors,
generated by the high-performing docking-scoring com-
binations, can be utilized to identify essential ligand-
protein interactions, which can be subsequently used
to design more potent inhibitors of extended attractive
interactions within the binding pocket.

Conclusions
A group of diverse inhibitors were docked into the

active site of h-PTP 1B employing the LigandFit docking
engine. The docked conformers/poses were utilized to
construct corresponding protein-aligned CoMFA models.
We evaluated the effects of a variety of docking-scoring
factors on the statistical properties of the corresponding
CoMFA models. Few docking configurations succeeded
in producing self-consistent CoMFA models. However,
the best model coincided with docking the un-ionized
ligands into the hydrated form of the binding site via
the PLP1 scoring function and restricted docking set-

tings (r2(LOO) ) 0.647, r2(PRESS-27) ) 0.617). Inter-
estingly, the best-performing docking approaches (i.e.,
those that yielded the most significant 3D QSAR
models) generated significantly different binding con-
formers/poses. To utilize the predictive potentials of the
highest-ranking CoMFA models collectively, we decided
to combine them in a single QSAR equation. The
combination model illustrated excellent predictive prop-
erties against a 27-membered external test set of
inhibitors (r2(PRESS) ) 0.75). This approach should
enhance the predictive potential of protein-aligned
CoMFA modeling; furthermore, it provides an interest-
ing way to benefit from the differences among various
docking-scoring functions.

Methods

Hardware and Software. Docking, scoring, and molecular
field analysis studies were performed using the CERIUS2 suite
of programs (version 4.9) from Accelrys Inc. (San Diego, CA,

Figure 4. Experimental versus fitted (A, 110 compounds, r2(LOO) ) 0.637) and predicted (B, 27 compounds, r2(PRESS) ) 0.517)
bioactivities calculated from the best CoMFA model obtained after 20 000 iterations of G/PLS (three LVs) performed on the training
compounds aligned utilizing Res24 conditions (code as in Table 2, restricted docking configuration, anhydrous binding pocket,
ionized ligands, and PMF scoring). The solid lines are the regression lines for the fitted and predicted bioactivities of training and
test compounds, respectively, whereas the dotted lines indicate the (0.5 log point error margins.
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www.accelrys.com) installed on a Silicon Graphics Octane2
desktop workstation equipped with a 600 MHz MIPS R14000
processor (1.0 GB RAM) running the Irix 6.5 operating system.

Dataset. A set of 137 h-PTP 1B inhibitors belonging to
benzofuran/benzothiophene biphenyls60 (compounds 1-125
and 137 in Figure 1 and Table 1) and azolidinediones61

(compounds 126-136 in Figure 1 and Table 1) were used for
modeling. The in vitro bioactivities of most of the collected
inhibitors were expressed as the concentration of the test
compound that inhibited recombinant h-PTP 1B activity by
50% (IC50). However, the activities of a few benzofuran/
benzothiophene biphenyls were expressed as the average
percent inhibition of h-PTP 1B at 50, 10, 2.5, 1.0, 0.25, or 0.10
µM inhibitor concentrations.60 Generally, in such cases, the
respective inhibitors were either excluded from modeling if
their reported percent inhibition values were outside a 45%-
55% interval or included in modeling by estimating their IC50

values provided they were within the 45%-55% inhibition
interval at the particular reported inhibitory concentration.
Table 1 and Figure 1 show the structures and IC50 values of
the considered inhibitors.

The logarithm of measured IC50 (µM) values was used in
3D QSAR, thus correlating the data linearly to the free energy
change. A training subset of 110 molecules was selected.
However, since it is essential to access the predictive power
of the resulting CoMFA models on an external set of inhibitors,
the remaining 27 molecules (ca. 20% of the dataset) were
employed as an external test subset for validating the 3D
QSAR models. The test molecules were selected as follows: the
137 inhibitors were ranked according to their IC50 values, then
every fifth compound was selected for the test set starting from
the high-potency end. This selection considers the fact that
the test molecules must represent a range of biological
activities similar to that of the training set. The selected test
compounds are 3, 9, 15, 19, 21, 24, 27, 30, 37, 41, 48, 62, 64,
70, 77, 88, 93, 94, 98, 104, 105, 115, 116, 125, 130, 132, and
137 (numbers are as in Table 1 and Figure 1).

Preparation of the h-PTP 1B Inhibitors. The three-
dimensional structures of the inhibitors (1-137) were sketched
in CERIUS2. Two protonation states were assumed for each
inhibitor, ionized and un-ionized. In the ionized forms, the
carboxylic acids (pKa ≈ 4.0-4.5) and tetrazole groups (pKa ≈

Figure 5. Experimental versus fitted (A, 110 compounds, r2(LOO) ) 0.624) and predicted (B, 27 compounds, r2(PRESS) ) 0.591)
bioactivities calculated from the best CoMFA model obtained after 20 000 iterations of G/PLS (two LVs) performed on the training
compounds aligned by Wd4 conditions (as in Table 2, wide docking configuration, hydrated binding pocket, un-ionized ligands,
and LigScore2 scoring). The solid lines are the regression lines for the fitted and predicted bioactivities of training and test
compounds, respectively, whereas the dotted lines indicate the (0.5 log point error margins.
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5.0-5.5) were deprotonated and given formal negative charges
at the appropriate atoms. However, none of the inhibitors
included amino functionalities, which excluded the possibility
of formal positive ionization. The remaining atoms within the
inhibitor structures were assigned partial charges using the
default Gasteiger method74 implemented in CERIUS2. The
structures were subsequently energy-minimized employing the
UNIVERSAL force field (version 1.02, default settings) imple-
mented within CERIUS2.75

Racemic inhibitors (i.e., 8, 9, 16, 17, 21, 48, 49, 50, 70, 71,
84, 85, 87, 91, 95, 96, 103, 104, 105, and 110 in Table 1 and
Figure 1) were assigned arbitrary absolute chiral configura-
tions for subsequent modeling. This assumption is based on
the fact that the enantiomeric pairs of most of these ligands
behaved similarly under different docking-scoring approaches,
that is, they yielded visually similar docked conformers/poses.

h-PTP 1B Crystal Structure. The 3D coordinates of
h-PTP 1B were retrieved from the Protein Data Bank (PDB
code 1g7f). The selected structure is that exhibiting the best
3D resolution (1.80 Å) compared to other available h-PTP 1B

structures. Hydrogen atoms were added to the protein utilizing
CERIUS2 templates for protein residues. Gasteiger charges
were assigned to the protein atoms as implemented within
LigandFit.34,63 The protein structure was utilized in subsequent
docking experiments without energy minimization. Explicit
water molecules were either kept or removed according to the
required docking conditions, that is, docking in the presence
or absence of explicit water molecules.

Docking Simulations. LigandFit considers the flexibility
of the ligand and treats the receptor as rigid. There are two
steps implemented in the LigandFit process: (1) Defining the
location(s) of potential binding site(s) by shape-based search
for cavities in the protein. The algorithm for cavity detection
calculates a rectangular grid enclosing the protein, cavity
regions, and explicit water molecules around the complex. The
protein is mapped on the grid. All grid points occupied by the
protein (or crystallographically explicit water molecules) are
not available in the site search. The unoccupied grid points
inside the protein are potential binding sites. However, if a
certain ligand is cocrystallized within the targeted protein then

Figure 6. Experimental versus fitted (A, 110 compounds, r2(LOO) ) 0.651) and predicted (B, 27 compounds, r2(PRESS) ) 0.516)
bioactivities calculated from the best CoMFA model obtained after 20 000 iterations of G/PLS (three LVs) performed on the training
compounds aligned by Wd12 docking-scoring conditions (as in Table 2, wide docking configuration, anhydrous binding pocket,
un-ionized ligands, and PMF scoring). The solid lines are the regression lines for the fitted and predicted bioactivities of training
and test compounds, respectively, whereas the dotted lines indicate the (0.5 log point error margins.
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it is possible to generate the binding site from the docked
ligand by collecting all grid points that lie within the radius
of any atom of the ligand to form the binding site.34,63 In the
current docking experiments the binding site was generated
from the cocrystallized ligand within the targeted protein. The
grid resolution was set to 0.5 Å, the radius of hydrogen atoms
in the cocrystallized ligand and the protein was set to 2.0 Å,
while the radius of heavy atoms (carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, and
sulfur) in the cocrystallized ligand and the protein was set to
2.5 Å. (2) Docking the ligands in the binding site. In LigandFit,
docking is composed of few major substeps:34,63 (i) Conforma-
tional search of the flexible ligand employing Monte Carlo
randomized process is performed. (ii) Pose/conformation selec-
tion based on shape similarity with the binding site is made.
(iii) Candidate conformers/poses exhibiting low shape discrep-
ancy are further enrolled in calculation of the dock and

interaction energies. The dock energy is composed of two
terms, namely, the internal energy of the ligand and the
interaction energy with the receptor, summarized by van der
Waals and electrostatic energy terms. To improve the time-
consuming computation of the interaction energy, an ap-
proximation by grid-based interpolation is employed in Ligan-
dFit. A grid encloses the site, and at each point of the grid,
the potentials are computed for the active site. The potentials
at the ligand atom locations are subsequently interpolated.
(iv) Each docked conformation/pose is further fitted into the
binding pocket through a number of rigid-body minimization
iterations, that is, minimization of the interaction energy via
molecular rotations and translations of the docked ligand. (v)
Docked conformers/poses that have docking energies below a
certain user-defined threshold are subsequently clustered
according to their RMS similarities. Representative conform-

Figure 7. The docked conformers/poses of inhibitor 61 (IC50 ) 0.025 µmol) as generated via the best docking-scoring
combinations: (A) Res1; (B) Wd4; (C) Res24; (D) Wd12 (codes are as in Table 2). The dotted yellow lines illustrate the positions
of probable hydrogen-bonding interactions as calculated by the H-Bond calculator imbedded in CERIUS2.
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ers/poses are then selected, further energy-minimized within
the binding site, and saved for subsequent scoring.

In the current docking experiments, all 137 ligands (training
and testing subsets) in their ionized and un-ionized forms were
docked into the binding site in the presence and absence of
explicit water molecules, employing two separate docking
configurations.

(I) Restricted Exploration Settings. (i) Monte Carlo
search parameters were number of trials ) 10 000 and search
step for torsions with polar hydrogens ) 30.0°. (ii) The RMS
threshold for ligand-to-binding site shape match was set to
2.0 employing a maximum of 1.0 binding site partitions. (iii)
Interaction energy parameters were determined as follows:
The interaction energies were assessed employing Drieding
force field (version 2.21) with a nonbonded cutoff distance of
10.0 Å and distance dependent dielectric. An energy grid

extending 3.0 Å from the binding site was implemented. The
interaction energy was estimated by a trilinear interpolation
value using soft potential energy approximations.34 (iv) Rigid-
body ligand minimization parameters were determined as
follows: 10 iterations of rigid-body minimization (molecular
translational and rotational movements) were applied to every
orientation of the docked ligand. (v) The docked conformations/
poses of calculated interaction energies e20.0 kcal/mol were
clustered using the complete linkage algorithm in CERIUS2
with RMS similarity threshold of 1.5 Å. The best member
within the cluster was selected and was further energy-
minimized within the binding site for a maximum of 100 rigid-
body iterations and 250 flexible conformation iterations.
Eventually, a maximum of 10 optimal conformers/poses were
saved for each molecule for subsequent scoring.

Figure 8. Illustrations of Connolly’s water-accessible surface (dotted yellow surface) calculated for h-PTP 1B employing CERIUS2
and its spatial relationships to the docked conformers/poses of inhibitor 61 as generated by (A) Res1, (B) Wd4, (C) Res24, and (D)
Wd12 docking-scoring conditions (codes are as in Table 2).
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(II) Wide Exploration Settings. (i) Monte Carlo search
parameters were number of trials ) 20 000 and search step
for torsions with polar hydrogens ) 10.0°. (ii) The RMS
threshold for ligand-to-site shape match was set to 2.0 employ-
ing a maximum of 5.0 binding site partitions. (iii) Interaction
energy parameters were determined as follows: An energy grid
was implemented using Drieding force field (version 2.21) with
a nonbonded cutoff distance of 10.0 Å and distance dependent
dielectric constant. The energy grid was extended 3.0 Å from
the binding site. The interaction energy is approximated by a
trilinear interpolation value using soft potential energy ap-
proximations.34 (iv) Rigid-body ligand minimization param-
eters were determined as follows: 50 iterations of rigid body
minimization were applied to every orientation of the docked
ligand. (v) Docked conformations/poses of calculated interac-
tion energies e20.0 kcal/mol were clustered using the complete

linkage algorithm in CERIUS2 with RMS similarity threshold
of 1.5 Å. The best member within the cluster was selected and
was further energy-minimized within the binding site for a
maximum of 250 rigid-body iterations and 500 flexible con-
formation iterations. A maximum of 10 optimal conformers/
poses were saved for each molecule for subsequent scoring.

Scoring of Docked Conformers/Poses. For all optimal
docked conformers/poses, we computed scores using the scoring
functions LigScore134,63,65 LigScore2,34,63,65 LUDI,41,42 PLP1,39

PLP2,40 and PMF.45-47 Considering each scoring function in
turn, the highest scoring docked conformer/pose was selected
for each inhibitor for subsequent 3D QSAR modeling. This
resulted in six sets of 137 docked molecules with scores
corresponding to each scoring function. However, the docking
and scoring cycle was repeated 8 times (2 × 2 × 2) to cover
the different combinations of docking conditions, that is, ligand

Figure 9. The docked conformers/poses of inhibitor 119 (IC50 ) 0.024 µmol) produced by the most successful docking-scoring
combinations: (a) Res1; (b) Wd4; (c) Res24; (d) Wd12 (codes are as in Table 2). The dotted yellow lines illustrate the positions of
probable hydrogen-bonding interactions as calculated by the H-Bond calculator imbedded in CERIUS2.
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ionization state (two possibilities), existence of crystallographic
explicit water molecules (two possibilities), and LigandFit
docking configurations (two possibilities).

LigScore1 and LigScore2 scores were calculated employing
Dreiding force field (version 2.21) and using grid-based ener-

gies with a grid extension of 7.5 Å across the binding site. PMF
scores were calculated employing cutoff distances for carbon-
carbon interactions and other interactions of 12.0 Å.

Molecular Field Analysis. The molecular field analysis
(MFA) and G/PLS modules within CERIUS2 were used to
perform 3D QSAR analyses.76 The alignments of different
inhibitors came directly from the top-scoring conformers/
orientations according to each considered docking/scoring
combination, as mentioned earlier. For each alignment, the
interaction fields between the ligands and proton (positively
charged), hydrogen-bond donor/acceptor, and methyl (neutral)
probes were calculated employing a regularly spaced rectan-
gular grid of 1.0 Å spacing. The spatial limits of the molecular
field were defined automatically and were extended past the
van der Waals volume of all the molecules in the X, Y, and Z

Figure 10. Illustrations of Connolly’s water-accessible surface (dotted yellow surface) calculated for h-PTP 1B and its spatial
relationships to the docked conformers/poses of inhibitor 119 as generated by (A) Res1, (B) Wd4, (C) Res24, and (D) Wd12 docking-
scoring conditions (codes are as in Table 2).

Table 6. The Cross-Correlation Coefficients (r2 Values) among
Bioactivity Estimates of the Training Compounds as Produced
by the Top CoMFA Models Corresponding to Res1, Wd4, Res24,
and Wd12 Docking Configurations

Res1 Wd4 Res24 Wd12

Res1 1.00
Wd4 0.68 1.00
Res24 0.62 0.60 1.00
Wd12 0.63 0.70 0.65 1.00
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directions. The ligands were assigned partial charges using
the Gasteiger method implemented within CERIUS2. The
energy fields were calculated employing the default UNI-
VERSAL force field (version 1.02) implemented within CE-
RIUS275 and were truncated to (50 kcal/mol. The calculation
gave nearly 4290 variables for each compound (1430 variable/
probe).

To derive the best possible 3D QSAR statistical model for
each docking/scoring combination, we used genetic partial least
squares (G/PLS) analysis to search for optimal regression
equations capable of correlating the variations in biological
activities of the training compounds with variations in the
corresponding interaction fields.77 G/PLS is derived from two
methods: genetic function approximation (GFA) and partial
least squares (PLS). GFA techniques rely on the evolutionary
operations of “crossover and mutation” to select optimal
combinations of descriptors (i.e., chromosomes) capable of
explaining bioactivity variation among training compounds
from a large pool of possible descriptor combinations (i.e.,
chromosomes population). Each chromosome is associated with
a fitness value that reflects how good it is compared to other
solutions. The fitness function employed herein is based on
Friedman’s “lack-of-fit” (LOF).77

G/PLS algorithm uses GFA to select appropriate basis
functions to be used in a model of the data and PLS regression
as the fitting technique to weigh the basis functions’ relative
contributions in the final model. Application of G/PLS allows
the construction of larger QSAR equations while avoiding
overfitting and eliminating most variables.77

Our preliminary diagnostic trials suggested the following
optimal G/PLS parameters: explore linear equations of 18
terms at mating and mutation probabilities of 50%; population
size ) 500; number of generations (iterations) ) 20000 and
LOF smoothness parameter ) 1.0. However, the optimal
number of PLS latent variables (or principle components) was
determined for each CoMFA model through assessing the
corresponding predictive r2 (r2(PRESS)) calculated from the
test set of 27 inhibitors that were not included in the training
set. These molecules were aligned according to the particular
docking/scoring configuration, and their activities were pre-
dicted by corresponding G/PLS models generated from the
training set (110 compounds) and employing a range of two to
seven latent variables. The optimum number of principle
components was defined as the one leading to the highest
predictive r2(PRESS) and lowest sum of squared deviations
between predicted and actual activity values for every molecule

Figure 11. Experimental versus fitted (A, 110 compounds, r2(LOO) ) 0.890) and predicted (B, 27 compounds, r2(PRESS) )
0.752) bioactivities calculated from the combination QSAR model (eq 1). The solid lines are the regression lines for the fitted and
predicted bioactivities of training and test compounds, respectively, whereas the dotted lines indicate the (0.5 log point error
margins.
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in the test set (PRESS). Predictive r2(PRESS) is defined as77

where SD is the sum of the squared deviations between the
biological activities of the test set and the mean activity of
the training set molecules.

All 3D QSAR models were cross-validated employing leave-
one-out (LOO) cross-validation and bootstrapping.73,77 How-
ever, high-ranking 3D QSAR models, that is, those correspond-
ing to the best predictive r2(PRESS) values, were further cross-
validated through dividing the training set into five groups of
approximately the same size in which the objects were as-
signed randomly. Subsequently, 80% of the training com-
pounds were randomly selected, and a model was generated,
which was then used to predict the remaining compounds
within the training set (leave-20%-out). This process was
repeated 10 times, and the average predictive r2 (r2(L-20%-
O)) is determined. This cross-validation technique has been
shown to yield better indices for the robustness of a model than
the normal LOO procedure.55,78 An additional validation was
also performed for high-ranking 3D QSAR models to rule out
the possibility of chance correlations: all biological activities
were randomized 99 times (confidence level 99%) and were
subjected to regression analysis, and the mean randomization
r2 was calculated.79
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